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Abstract 
It is well known that the surface of Mercury shows 
temperature variations extremely large at specific 
locations [1]. Such a range can cause strong crystal 
structure changes and, as a consequence, the detected 
spectral signature could be significantly affected. 
Here we investigated the low-high temperature 
behaviour of one of the olivine, which has been 
recently considered as a possible constituent of the 
Mercury surface [2]. Aim of the work is to determine 
which expansion the olivine undergoes within a 
temperature range typical of the Mercury surface in 
order to verify which could be the effect of thermal 
expansion on a spectra. 
 
1. An in situ approach 
The temperature on the surface of Mercury can range 
in 44 earth days between 70 and 725 K at different 
latitudes and such variation affect significantly the 
crystal structure and density of the minerals and 
rocks present on the surface of the planet [2] [3]. As 
a consequence, several kinds of remote information 
linked to mineral structures, including relative 
spectral signatures, are strictly dependent on the 
environmental conditions and vary according to the 
surface temperature [4] [5]. Thus, we need to 
investigate the behaviour of planetary geological 
materials in situ, or under extreme temperature 
environments, and improve the geological 
interpretation and compositional inferences by 
applying the knowledge acquired to the analysis of 
available remote sensing data. 
The BepiColombo Mercury Planetary Orbiter 
(scheduled launch in 2014) will have on board the 
MERTIS spectrometer (Mercury Radiometer and 
Thermal Infrared Spectrometer) [6] allowing to 
obtain crucial information on the identification and 
mapping of silicate minerals like feldspars, 
pyroxenes and olivines, that are considered among 
the most abundant phases for Earth planets. MERTIS 
will collect mineral spectral signatures in the range 7-
14 µm. In fact, in such wavelength range the spectra 
can be used very effectively to identify the fine-scale 
structural properties of silicates (e.g. stretching and 
bending motions in the silicon-oxygen anions, metal 
– oxygen and lattice vibrations) and for some 
important mineral family, like olivine, the peak 
positions in this range are good indicator of their 
composition [7].  
Here we present a new in situ multi-methodological 
laboratory approach comprehensive of high-
temperature X-ray diffraction (single-crystal and 
powder materials) and TIR spectroscopy (in the 
range 7 to 14 µm). In particular, we investigated a 
sample of olivine with composition Mg1.84Fe0.16SiO4 
as this is among the major component of Earth's 
mantle, meteorites, and has been identified on the 
surfaces of planetary bodies, and in the spectra of 
astronomical targets [8]. First of all, the phase has 
been well characterized at room conditions by single 
crystal X-ray diffraction and X-ray powder 
diffraction, then analyzed by electron microprobe. 
Subsequently, each single mineral phase has been 
reduced in a likely grain-sizes range about the 
hermean surface regolith: 100-160 µm [9]. High 
temperature powder X-ray diffraction measurements 
(5° - 100° in 2, continuous scan mode) were carried 
out in the temperature range 295 K - 1273 K at the 
Institute for Crystallography for the RWTH in 
Aachen, Germany. The results emphasize an 
important increase of the cell volume in the hermean 
surface temperature range (fig. 1).  
 
Figure 1: Cell-volume derived from high-temperature 
powder X-ray diffraction measurements on Fo92Fa8. 
 
Comparing these results with those of Nestola et al. 
(2011), we could obtain the same cell variation at 
room conditions increasing the iron content. This 
means that such an increase of temperature lead to a 
virtual mineral enriched in iron content.  
Concerning the TIR spectroscopy we performed 
laboratory measurements at the Planetary Emissivity 
Laboratory (PEL) at the German Aerospace Center 
(Deutsches Zentrum fuer Luft- und Raumfahrt in 
Berlin), where is available a high-temperature and 
vacuum spectrometer. The PEL has been build up 
over the last 5 years to study systematically the effect 
of temperature on TIR spectral signature of single 
mineral phases [10] and mixtures, and build up a new 
spectral library taking these effects into account. In 
our case, the sample has been investigated at four 
different steps and the calibrated temperatures  reach 
718 K. Comparing the obtained high temperature 
spectra with the earth-environmental spectra of ASU 
spectral library [11], we measure a significant shift of 
the major absorption features toward longer 
wavelength. This is in agreement with a virtual 
enrichment of iron in the olivine phase. 
 
2. Conclusions 
This work demonstrates that under strong 
temperature ranges, like the ones experienced by 
Mercury surface, thermal expansion is an 
unavoidable process and could strongly mask the 
actual chemistry of the mineral phases since they can 
appear variable through time and from place to place 
as a function of solar irradiation. This could drive to 
important misinterpretations and limit our capability 
of inferring compositions and rheological properties 
of materials from remote sensing acquisition. 
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